concerns about the texts that should be disseminated to the young" (292). According to Almagor, Astérix can be considered children's literature in terms of the various tensions set forth by Jacqueline Rose, Emer O'Sullivan, Maria Nikolajeva, and Perry Nodelman. Astérix is child-sized, and he and his big friend Obélix do not live with female partners. There are adult-oriented innuendos, but also plenty of gag fighting between Gauls, which not only entertains but also reflects actual Roman reports about Gallic bellicosity. Even the relative absence of actual children in the text can be ironically explained by historical records of the Gauls' keeping their children away from the public eye.
As its footnotes and further bibliography demonstrate, this collection describes valuable conversations already being had in the field along with suggestions for new ones. Are there, for instance, indications of classical reception in Richmal Crompton's Just William series, written after her stint as a classics teacher? What about the rich mine of J. K. Rowling's classicism, or C. S. Lewis's partial translation of The Aeneid? This collection belongs in any institution supporting studies in classics or children's literature, and on as many private shelves as possible. Ranging from classic works of children's literature to contemporary picture books and films, Bradford's volume "adopts a capacious approach" and provides a broad, engaging introduction to how the medieval period functions in primarily Anglophone books and media for young people (9). The seven chapters that follow the introduction are each organized around a particular subject: cultural and historiographical conceptualizations of the Middle Ages, temporality, spatiality, disability, monstrosity, animals, and humor. In spite of its expansive title, The Middle Ages in Children's Literature is especially useful for thinking about medievalist children's texts as they have appeared in the past several decades: of the sixty primary children's and young adult texts that appear in this volume, over 90% appeared in 1980 or later and over half since the year 2000. Bradford's ordered chapters and wide coverage of texts limit her ability to explicitly connect and delve into the medievalisms that appear throughout her book, but her approach will be welcome to those looking for insights into specific topics and recent works.
The Middle Ages in
The introductory chapter concisely describes the scholarly and cultural landscape that informs this study, beginning with the shared marginalization of medievalism and children's literature studies within the academy. In spite of the scholarly perception of both fields as relatively "unserious and lightweight" (4), Bradford demonstrates the importance of children's literature to defining the Middle Ages in the (implicitly Western) popular imagination and the role of both childhood and the medieval in shaping contemporary conceptions of modernity. This framing chapter builds upon the work of recent medievalism and children's culture scholars such as Louise D'Arcens, Andrew Lynch, and Seth Lerer, providing not only a foundation for the coming chapters but also a helpful list of additional reading for those new to this subject area. Rather than proposing a single argument about how or why the Middle Ages appears in children's culture as it does, Bradford puts forward the claim-rehearsed by Pugh and Weisl and others-that medievalist texts typically have more to say about the times in which they are developed than about the past per se. Within this context, she commits the book to analyzing the literary, cultural, moral, social, and speculative functions of medievalism in works for young people through a range of critical and theoretical lenses.
Chapter 1, "Thinking about the Middle Ages," discusses enchantment in children's medievalist fiction, the ways in which the Middle Ages can provide valuable distancing strategies for contemporary readers, and historiographical understandings of accuracy and authenticity in depictions of the past. The concept that Bradford raises in this chapter that proves most important to her book is Alan Robinson's "present past"-"imaginings of the past shaped in relation to the present"-a term to which she returns in several later chapters (26). An illustration from Bruce Whatley's Hunting for Dragons (2010) that she discusses here, and which also serves as the cover image for The Middle Ages in Children's Literature, visually captures this notion of reconstructing the Middle Ages from a modern perspective. The assorted items that comprise the child protagonist's armor (a kitchen-pot helm, a colander breastplate, one baseball glove and one oven mitt for a pair of gauntlets) demonstrate how medievalisms can blur past and present through imagination and play. Such creative recombination is a recurrent theme in Bradford's volume, and what she identifies as the bricolage nature of medievalism also suggests the logic behind her choice to construct the book out of numerous discrete but ultimately related parts.
Chapters 2 and 3 address temporality and spatiality as intimately interconnected in medievalism. After a discussion of Elizabeth Grosz's work on the "coexistence of present and past," which Bradford suggests "chime[s]" with Robinson's present past (41), chapter 2 introduces Carolyn Dinshaw's arguments about the heterogeneity and queerness of time. This framing paves the way for sections on multitemporal fantasy such as Neil Gaiman's The Graveyard Book (2008) and Charlie Fletcher's Stoneheart trilogy (2006-08), time-travel narratives, virtual medievalisms as depicted in video games, and postdisaster worlds that suggest premodern societies. Chapter 3 connects time to space by emphasizing the importance of materiality and location for bringing the past into contact with the present. This chapter's subsections scope from the micro to the macro, starting with how individual buildings, such as English manor houses or gothic cathedrals and abbeys, can encode and transmit history and how narratives about such structures can encourage empathic relationships that transcend temporal and other forms of difference. The chapter concludes with a broader sense of space, focusing on transnational interactions in works from former settler colonies like Canada and America. These reveal a self-aware relationship between contemporary identities and notions of medievally rooted Englishness or Europeanness. Bradford calls attention to the hierarchies of whiteness and European ancestry couched in claims of cultural heritage in Richelle Mead's Vampire Academy (2007), which she contrasts with the appropriation of Native American elements in the vampire novel Marked (2007). I would have liked to see her use this discussion as a launching pad to address the racialization and nationalist tendencies of Western medievalism generally-from its historical role in nineteenth-century European nation-building to the implicit whiteness of contemporary princess culture to the "knights" and "wizards" of the Ku Klux Klan-and connect it to the whiteness that dominates normative models of childhood, since these realities hover behind nearly all of the texts that she describes in her book.
The remaining four chapters each take on a single topic. Chapters 4, on disability, and 6, on animals, are especially strong, in that they discuss phenomena that Bradford identifies as uniquely common in children's texts that invoke the Middle Ages. In both cases, popular assumptions about the medieval period open doors into subjects and subjectivities that may be otherwise overlooked in mainstream children's literature and media. Bradford uses the 2010 Dreamworks film How to Train Your Dragon as an example of how the expectation that more medieval people lived with disability has given rise to increased representations of such lived experiences in medievalist children's fiction. David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder's idea of the "narrative prosthesis" helps her to suggest that while there is much to celebrate in this attention to disability, such texts may reinforce normative notions of ability by insisting on explaining or drawing attention to the differences of disabled characters. The chapter also engages with the intersectional nature of disability, and reflects on the potentialities and pitfalls of face-to-face encounters between characters with varying forms of ability.
Chapter 6 suggests that the frequency of animal characters in medievalist children's literature derives from the premise that the Middle Ages saw greater contact between humans and animals than most children experience today. Following a discussion of Donna Haraway's work on reciprocal human-animal relations, Bradford uses Bruno Latour's Actor-Network Theory to situate animals in literature as "textual presences" that participate in broader social networks alongside humans, objects, architecture, and texts (134). In spite of the supposedly wide pool of animals that medieval youth might have encountered, the books that Bradford considers primarily represent meaningful relationships with domesticated pets, and tend to reflect human hierarchies and needs above all. The anthropomorphic woodland creatures of Brian Jacques's Redwall (1986) seem to offer a contrast, but Bradford argues that they are "barely animals" that provide more insight into nostalgic, nationalistic imaginings of the British Middle Ages than into animal subjectivities (150). While this stance is debatable, she is right to call attention to Jacques's stark categories of virtuous and evil animal species, which recall similar moral delineations of English wildlife in Kenneth Grahame's iconic children's book The Wind in the Willows (1908) .
Between the chapters on disability and animals lies chapter 5, on monstrosity. The liminal, hybrid concept of the monster contends not only with physical difference as a potential outward sign of interiority, a subject that haunts depictions of medieval disability, but also with the blurry boundaries between human and not-human that are so important in texts about human-animal relationships. Bradford sensibly turns to Jeffrey Jerome Cohen's "monster theory" to ground this chapter, and then addresses twenty-first-century texts that probe where monstrosity lies today. For instance, Bradford demonstrates how YA urban fairy romances recoil from aging, troublesome mothers; that the vampire film Let the Right One In (2007) exposes the Islamophobic underpinnings of everyday Swedish society; and that fantasy novels about hybrid dragon-human characters reimagine the anxieties and oppressions of racial passing. The number of texts that this chapter covers limits her ability to offer in-depth analysis into the contexts that contribute to these various models of monstrosity, but her breadth provides a window into the kinds of fears and prejudices that plague contemporary youth culture in the developed world.
The final chapter considers the social implications of recent medievalist children's literature by unpacking the humor of texts that poke fun at the Middle Ages. Henri Bergson's 1911 essay on laughter provides the inspiration for this approach, and Bradford begins by analyzing picture books such as Babette Cole's Princess Smartypants (1986) and Robert Munsch and Michael Martchenko's The Paper Bag Princess (1980) that use medievalist archetypes to interrogate dominant gender norms. She also addresses the irreverent, authority-spurning tone of the nonfiction Horrible Histories series, intertextual play with epic fantasy norms in works by Diana Wynne Jones and Terry Pratchett, and the postmodern use of anachronisms in Catherine Jinks's Pagan's Crusade (1992). Bradford's examples demonstrate how irony and widespread expectations about the Middle Ages can produce both comedy and insights into how a particular moment imagines itself to be different from-or similar to-the medieval past.
Given its organization and aims, The Middle Ages in Children's Literature does not have room to address the historical and cultural circumstances that gave rise to medievalist children's literature as a phenomenon in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, or to fully address the origins and implications of specific medievalisms as they appear in individual texts. Nor does it make an original argument for why the Middle Ages prove to be so distinctively fascinating in the modern West, and even more so within children's culture. The former question is one that Bradford admits she was often asked as she wrote, and by way of an answer she gestures in her conclusion to Umberto Eco's claim that the Middle Ages is always under (re)construction, and is a "time or place 'in which we still live'" (181). This response is in keeping with Bradford's flexible approach in her book, but it noticeably leaves children's culture aside. Indeed, the significance of childhood as a modern concept often seemed to drop out of the book-a pity, since greater engagement with theories of children and childhood would have allowed for rich insights into the subjects of primitivism, animalism, space, time, and embodied difference that are so important to this volume.
Nonetheless, the impressive number of primary texts that Bradford addresses in each chapter allows for a wide sample of brief but pithy readings of medievalist works for young people, ranging across media forms, subject matter, and relative canonicity. Because of the way that Bradford draws upon thematic and theoretical lenses that can be applied to new readings, this book may be especially useful for undergraduates as they familiarize themselves with the field and develop their own analyses of medievalisms in literature and media. Bradford's engaging, user-friendly book provides a wealth of convincing evidence that the Middle Ages continue to resonate in recent children's culture, and will be a welcome aid to teachers, students, and scholars new to the field.
